An extensive neuroimaging literature has helped characterize the brain regions involved in navigating a spatial environment. Far less is known, however, about the brain networks involved when learning a spatial layout from a cartographic map. To compare the two means of acquiring a spatial representation, participants learned spatial environments either by directly navigating them or learning them from an aerial-view map. While undergoing functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), participants then performed two different tasks to assess knowledge of the spatial environment: a scene and orientation dependent perceptual (SOP) pointing task and a judgment of relative direction (JRD) of landmarks pointing task. We found three brain regions showing significant effects of route vs. map learning during the two tasks. Parahippocampal and retrosplenial cortex showed greater activation following route compared to map learning during the JRD but not SOP task while inferior frontal gyrus showed greater activation following map compared to route learning during the SOP but not JRD task. We interpret our results to suggest that parahippocampal and retrosplenial cortex were involved in translating scene and orientation dependent coordinate information acquired during route learning to a landmark-referenced representation while inferior frontal gyrus played a role in converting primarily landmark-referenced coordinates acquired during map learning to a scene and orientation dependent coordinate system. Together, our results provide novel insight into the different brain networks underlying spatial representations formed during navigation vs. cartographic map learning and provide additional constraints on theoretical models of the neural basis of human spatial representation. 
Introduction
Humans can learn the spatial properties of the surrounding environment either by directly navigating it or by studying it from a cartographic map. During navigation, we typically determine the path to our goal based on remembering past trajectories and/or deriving novel paths to our intended goal, both of which we refer to here as ''route learning.'' During map learning, we can visualize the relations of objects in an environment from a single overview perspective, which we can then use to derive paths to our goal. We refer to this type of learning as ''map learning'' and is also commonly referred to as ''survey learning'' [1] . Both of these forms of learning can be thought of as contributing to a ''cognitive map,'' a representation of a spatial environment that is referenced primarily to landmarks or other external coordinates [2, 3, 4] .
Previous behavioral studies provide support for the idea that participants improve differentially on spatial measures following direct navigation vs. map learning. For example, several studies showed that studying a spatial layout from a map improved estimation of Euclidean distances between remote objects compared to route learning [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . In contrast, learning the same layouts by directly navigating them improved estimation of distances of actual paths traversed compared to survey learning [10] . These findings have been interpreted to suggest that route learning favors a more trajectory-specific form of representation while survey learning favors more geometrically based, landmarkreferenced representations. While some reports in the human spatial navigation behavioral literature thus support the idea that representations formed following route and survey learning involve different behavioral properties, whether and how the brain systems differ for cognitive maps derived from route vs. cartographic map learning remains unclear.
One influential model of how we represent spatial information postulates that spatial representations emerge via converging cognitive systems during route and cartographic map learning. According to this proposal, navigation initially involves representation of landmarks with routes and, with sufficient exposure, provides a configural map of the environment. Cartographic map learning involves similar means of representation [11, 12] , or perhaps more immediate access to configurations of landmarks and routes within an environment [5] , but provides the same eventual configural knowledge, the ''survey representation.'' One prediction of this model is that neural representations formed following sufficient route or map learning should not differ substantially. Consistent with this proposition, the few studies conducted on the neural basis of map representation using fMRI have often been interpreted to support this idea.
In one such study, Wolbers and Buchel (2005) had participants view videos of navigation through a virtual environment, point to the locations of stores using other stores as a reference, and then draw aerial maps of the environment following their fMRI session [1] . By the end of the session, subjects drew highly accurate maps of their environment. Furthermore, retrosplenial activation correlated with improvements in pointing to store locations across sessions, leading the authors to infer the importance of retrosplenial cortex in survey representation. In studies by Shelton and Gabrieili (2002) and Shelton and Pippit (2007) , participants underwent fMRI while they viewed videos of navigation from a 1) fixed aerial-perspective 2) variable aerial perspective 3) routebased perspective and then performed a scene recognition task outside of the scanner in which they viewed images during a recognition task from the same and different experienced perspectives. Analyses compared activation during viewing of images and videos from route and survey-based perspectives that were subsequently successfully recognized during the scene recognition task. The authors reported that the survey condition activated the same brain areas as the route condition while the route condition activated a larger number of areas overall compared to the survey condition [13, 14] . The authors concluded that the brain areas involved in survey representation involved a subset of the brain areas recruited during navigation (see also: [15] ). These results are often interpreted to support the idea that the neural systems involved in route and cartographic map learning typically share a high-degree of overlap.
An alternative to the above conceptualization of route and cartographic map learning is that spatial representations formed following route learning are typically more scene and trajectory dependent while those formed by studying cartographic maps are typically more geometrically anchored (e.g., [10] ). This proposal regarding differences in route and survey learning is consistent with the notion that representations formed following cartographic map learning involve a more object-referenced form of memory because a collection of landmarks can be coded as a single geometrical shape [10, 16] . In contrast, those formed following route learning depend on memory for individual trajectories [5, 10] . Previous fMRI studies, however, did not test representations following route and cartographic map learning under conditions that would differentially tap into the their scene and geometrical dependence, respectively. Thus, it could be that the networks underlying route and map learning show more profound differences than previously demonstrated in prior neuroimaging work if tested under conditions tapping separately into scene and landmark-referenced memory, respectively.
To address this issue, we adapted two tests of spatial memory that have been used extensively in the human spatial navigation behavioral literature although significantly less frequently in the human spatial navigation neuroimaging literature. Specifically, we adapted two conditions from a paradigm used by Waller and Hodgson (2006) and others [17, 18, 19] to differentially measure scene and orientation dependent perceptual memory and landmark-referenced memory, respectively. In the Waller and Hodgson paradigm, participants first studied the positions of objects arranged as a spatial layout from the center of a room [20] .
Participants were then blindfolded and tested in two different pointing tasks. In the orientation-dependent egocentric pointing task, participants pointed to the locations of objects in the room (''point to X'') from a location they chose; participants thus retrieved the spatial location of target objects based on being oriented in the room and their short-term memory for the scene from that perspective. In a second condition, involving judgments of relative direction (JRD), participants were told to imagine themselves at a specific object X, facing object Y, and to point to object Z. Participants thus retrieved the spatial relations by referencing between multiple different objects. Using their scene memory was difficult in this situation because they were disoriented from their previous position. Based on a double dissociation between the pointing tasks (egocentric vs. JRD) and conditions (oriented vs. disoriented), the authors concluded that humans possess two different forms of spatial representation: a transient perceptually-based system dependent on orientation and an enduring but courser long-term representation system dependent on representation of the relative positions of landmarks (see also: [17, 19, 21] ).
We adapted elements of the Waller and Hodgson paradigm to virtual reality to assess what insight they might provide into these two forms of representation following route vs. map learning. The first task was primarily dependent on being oriented in the environment based on the perceptual details of the scene, which we termed the ''scene-dependent, orientation-dependent perceptual'' (SOP) pointing task. The second task was dependent on knowledge of the relative position of landmarks to each other and not being oriented in the immediate environment with scene information, which we termed the judgment of relative direction (JRD) of landmarks pointing task. During map learning, participants in our study viewed the spatial layout from an aerial perspective, repeatedly drawing maps to ensure mastery of the spatial layout. During route learning, participants repeatedly drove through the virtual environment and were tested on their knowledge of the layout while driving (Figure 1 ; see Material and Methods).
Previous behavioral studies employing measures that primarily tapped into orientation-dependent and landmark-referenced memory showed differences in how route vs. map learning affected these two forms of representation. Taylor et al. (1999) had participants study maps or navigate an unfamiliar campus building for 10-20 minutes [10] . Participants that learned the environment by route navigation showed better estimates of path distances and worse estimates of Euclidean distances while the opposite pattern emerged for map learners, who showed better estimates of Euclidean distance and worse estimates of path distances (see also: [22] ). Because path estimation requires orientation within the environment, while Euclidean distance estimation requires knowledge of direction and distances of landmarks, these studies point to a differential effect of route and map learning on orientationdependent and landmark-referenced memory, respectively. Together, these findings suggest that scene-dependent perceptual memory improves differentially following route learning while landmark-referenced long-term memory improves differentially following map learning. These previous behavioral studies, though, did not look at the neural basis of these representations, an issue we address here.
To address whether brain networks differ during the SOP and JRD tasks following route and map learning, we first had subjects learn two different environments by extensive route and map learning, respectively (see Methods). This involved learning the environment by either navigating or studying a map. During neuroimaging, subjects then performed the SOP and JRD tasks on the two different environments. Since the critical manipulation we employed was whether subjects had learned one of the two environments through route or map learning, comparisons within SOP and JRD tasks were balanced in terms of visual input (during encoding, however, prior to imaging, the environments were learned from either a route or aerial perspective, and thus necessarily not matched in terms of visual rendering). This allowed us to investigate how learning in the two conditions directly affected retrieval separately within the two tasks. The SOP and JRD tasks, however, necessarily differed substantially in terms of visual input, as well as perceptual and memory demands. Thus, comparisons between SOP and JRD tasks, and subsequent activations derived from these contrasts, could have multiple determinants and thus we are cautious in any inferences based on directly comparing the two tasks. One specific prediction we test regarding route and map learning is that if route learning involves greater dependence on scene information than map learning, we expect differences in brain areas involved in scene representation following route compared to map learning (parahippocampal cortex, retrosplenial cortex). Specifically, we predicted that this difference between route and map learning would be most pronounced when subjects converted a scene-dependent representation acquired during route learning to a landmark-referenced representation during the JRD task. In contrast, we predicted that map learning, compared to route learning, would differentially recruit brain areas involved in converting from more geometrically anchored representations to those involved in scene-based representation. Specifically, we predicted differential activations during the SOP task following map compared to route learning.
Results

Behavioral Results
To gain insight into the accuracy of representations utilized during the SOP and JRD tasks following route and map learning, we compared mean pointing error in the SOP and JRD tasks. We employed configuration error in our analysis of the SOP task because it corrects for the fact that participant representations may be rotated relative to their actual pointing position although their representation is otherwise accurate (e.g., rotated 1806 but still accurate, [17] ). The overall trend of the results, however, was similar with absolute pointing error ( Table 1) . A 262 (learning method [route vs. map learning]6(pointing task [SOP vs. JRD]) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of encoding, indicating that performance after route learning was better than that following map learning (F(1,15) = 5.1, p = 0.04, MSE = 88, Table 1 ), which was driven primarily by higher performance in the SOP task for route than map learning (t(15) = 2.1, p = 0.05). No other differences were significant (Table 1) . Poorer pointing accuracy in the SOP task following map compared to route learning was anticipated because participants had not experienced any of the viewpoints previously following map learning but had direct experience with them following route learning. To account for differences in behavioral performance participant error rates were used as covariates in our fMRI-ANOVA analysis. This allowed us to look for patterns of activations in the brain while controlling for potential differences in performance. We note that overall participant pointing accuracy in both the SOP and JRD tasks was high, with mean pointing error typically about 256, which was well above chance (chance performance = 90u). We did not find any differences in reaction time between the two tasks ( Table 1) .
Differences in Brain Activations Following Route and Map Learning during the SOP and JRD Tasks
To identify brain regions that differentially activated during the SOP and JRD pointing tasks following route vs. map learning, we identified clusters showing a condition by pointing task interaction effect. We then investigated these further with t-tests to understand the directions of these effects (see Methods). We found significant activations in retrosplenial, parahippocampal cortex, and inferior frontal gyrus (Figure 2 , all tests p FWE ,.05, see Methods). Subsequent analyses revealed that activations in these regions derived from different underlying effects. For the route . map contrast, retrosplenial cortex and parahippocampal cortex activated significantly during the JRD but not the SOP task (Figure 2A ). Thus, both parahippocampal cortex and retrosplenial cortex activated to a greater extent during pointing to target landmarks in environments learned from a route perspective during the JRD but not SOP task. In contrast, for the map. route contrast, inferior frontal gyrus activated to a greater extent during the SOP but not the JRD task ( Figure 2B ). Thus, inferior frontal gyrus activated to a greater extent during pointing to target landmarks in environments learned from map a perspective during the SOP but not JRD task. No other interaction effects were significant.
As explained in the Introduction, the SOP and JRD pointing tasks necessarily differed substantially in terms of their perceptual, orientation, and memory demands. This is because our primary aim was to understand how utilizing a representation formed during route learning might differ from that of map learning during these two tasks. Nonetheless, we thought it instructive to compare activations directly between the SOP and JRD task, in part because this might provide further insight into the differential effects we observed in the two tasks following route and map learning. A contrast of JRD . SOP blocks revealed clusters of significant activation in precuneus, retrosplenial cortex, superior parietal lobe, lingual gyrus, and other areas ( Figure 3A and Table 2 ). These results suggest that these brain regions were comparatively more active during the JRD than the SOP task. A contrast of SOP. JRD task revealed clusters of significant activation in inferior parietal lobule, parahippocampal cortex, and superior occipital lobule ( Figure 3B and Table 3 ). These results suggest that these brain areas were comparatively more active during the SOP than JRD task. No brain regions showed significant effects of route . map learning or vice versa, however, when we collapsed across JRD and SOP tasks.
Discussion
In the current study, we employed a virtual reality paradigm in which participants learned spatial layouts by either actively navigating the environment (route learning) or studying a map based on an aerial view of the environment (map/survey learning). Participants then retrieved this information while undergoing fMRI with pointing tasks involving either egocentric orientation or referencing to external landmarks, suggested in previous behavioral work to be differentially affected based on route vs. map learning [10, 22] . In the SOP pointing task, participants navigated to a position at which they felt oriented prior to the beginning of each SOP block, ensuring that they were oriented, and then pointed to targets. In the JRD pointing task, participants viewed a blank screen and imagined themselves at one landmark, facing another, and pointed to a third landmark, ensuring they would be more likely to use a strategy involving referencing to external landmarks. Our task design thus allowed us to look at how route and cartographic map learning differentially affected the brain networks recruited during two substantially different spatial retrieval tasks studied extensively in past human spatial navigation behavioral studies. An important difference between the current study and previous behavioral studies mentioned is that in the current study, participants received more extensive training with spatial environments in both conditions to ensure a more balanced comparison in behavior between the SOP and JRD task during fMRI (see Methods). These manipulations thus allowed us to directly compare the effects of learning a spatial environment by directly navigating it vs. studying it from a map.
We found three brain areas that showed differential activations as a result of route and map learning: retrosplenial cortex, parahippocampal cortex, and inferior frontal gyrus. Parahippocampal and retrosplenial cortex showed higher activation for the route . map contrast during the JRD but not SOP task. Retrosplenial and parahippocampal cortex, though, showed overall different patterns of activation, with retrosplenial cortex showing greater activation during the JRD task and parahippocampal cortex showing greater activation during the SOP task. These data thus suggest that retrosplenial cortex played a more specific role in representation of landmark-referenced memory Table 1 . Mean (standard deviation) absolute pointing error for SOP and JRD tasks, mean configuration error, and mean response latency across subjects (note: we could not measure configuration error for the JRD task because there were no orienting stimuli from which to calculate this measure). following route compared to map learning and overall during utilization of a more landmark-referenced representation compared to a more scene-dependent one. In contrast, while parahippocampal activation was greater during the JRD task following route compared to map learning, it generally showed greater activation during the SOP task compared to the JRD task, suggesting its more selective role in scene processing. A previous study by Epstein & Higgins showed that parahippocampal cortex played a specific role in processing the visuo-spatial structure of scenes while retrosplenial cortex played a specific role in placing scenes within the larger environment [23] . Our findings are consistent overall with these results, supporting the idea that parahippocampal cortex plays a more selective role in scene processing while retrosplenial cortex a more selective role in representation within the context of the larger spatial environment. A principle difference one might expect for route compared to map learning is the need to integrate multiple viewpoints and trajectories during driving to form a holistic representation of the spatial layout. This idea predicts that even following extensive route learning, pointing relative to other landmarks should still necessitate some access to scene dependent information. One proposal of regarding the function of retrosplenial cortex in navigation is the conversion of scene and orientation dependent (egocentric) coordinates to landmark-referenced (allocentric) coordinates [24, 25, 26] . Consistent with this proposal, and our findings, patients with damage including the retrosplenial cortex show impairments in placing objects within a layout if they are rotated relative to the room (an external coordinate system) while they are unimpaired at placing these objects if the layout remains the same relative to their body position [27] . Thus, one possible conceptualization of the role of retrosplenial cortex in our experiment is that it plays a role in the active translation of egocentric-based, scene-dependent information to landmark-referenced allocentric coordinates. Similar to our findings for the retrosplenial cortex, we found greater parahippocampal cortex activation during the JRD task for the route . map contrast (but not for the SOP task). Because these findings are overall similar to what we found for retrosplenial cortex, the above ideas about the role of retrosplenial cortex in egocentric to allocentric conversion would also appear to hold for parahippocampal cortex. Parahippocampal and retrosplenial cortex differed, however, in their pattern of activation for the SOP vs. JRD task, with parahippocampal cortex showing greater activation during the SOP task and retrosplenial cortex showing greater activation during the JRD task. While this difference may relate to separate roles in scene-dependent vs. context dependent spatial memory, as suggested above, future work is required to better separate out their distinct roles in spatial memory. Inferior frontal gyrus [activation centered at: 40 13 22] , in contrast, showed significant activation for the map. route contrast during the SOP but not JRD task. The SOP task required mental rotation of the spatial configuration relative to ones original position in the environment and one of our predictions was that map learning would increase the likelihood of representation of the environment as a distinct spatial configuration. Previous spatial memory studies have occasionally noted inferior frontal gyrus activation although this brain region is not often associated with spatial memory. In one such spatial memory study, Lambrey et al. (2011) had participants rotate and compare positions of objects on a table by either rotating the table relative to themselves or relative to other objects within the room [28] . In addition to several other areas of activation, the authors observed inferior frontal gyrus activation when participants had to rotate the table relative to the room compared to relative to oneself. Rotating the table could be considered analogous to rotating objects contained on a map while rotating relative to oneself might be analogous to rotating information from a route perspective. Because we found greater degrees of activation following map learning in the SOP task, one possibility is that the inferior frontal gyrus activation observed in both studies derived from rotating visual configurations using a geometricallybased strategy. Thus, one interpretation of our findings is that inferior frontal gyrus played a role in conversion of landmarkreferenced coordinate information to one primarily dependent on orientation within the scene. Interestingly, phonological and sematic processing are often frequently associated with activation in inferior frontal gyrus (for a review, see: [29] ), although one possible explanation of these findings may relate to a more general role for the IFG in response selection [30] and inhibition of competing responses [31] . Thus, an additional and valid interpretation of our findings, consistent with the response selection literature, is that performing the SOP task after map learning would necessitate inhibition of one's current facing direction to rotate to a new facing direction in order to correctly point to the target. These demands may be reduced after route learning because these different facing directions have already been experienced directly. Future studies will be aimed at better characterized what differential processes are involved in converting a primarily landmark-referenced representation into a scene and orientation dependent one.
Our results, together with previous behavioral studies, provide support for the idea that neural-based representations formed following route and map learning rely on partially dissociable brain systems. Even after fairly extensive route learning, spatial representations may still depend, in part, on brain regions such as retrosplenial cortex involved in transforming scene-dependent representations to landmark-referenced ones. In contrast, cartographic map learning may depend on brain regions such as inferior frontal cortex that play roles in conversion from a geometrically-based coordinate system to a scene and orientation dependent one. Together, these results help to better define the differences between the neural basis of human spatial representation when formed from navigation vs. cartographic maps.
Materials and Methods
Ethics Statement
All participants gave written informed consent to participate in the study, which was approved by the institutional review board at the University of California, Davis.
Participants
Sixteen participants (half female) were recruited from the general population in Davis, CA area. Participants were free of significant neurological deficits and had no history of psychiatric disorders, were right-handed, and had normal or corrected-tonormal vision.
Experimental Stimuli
We used Panda3D software (Entertainment Technology Center, Carnegie Mellon University) to present two virtual cites. One of the cities was 1006130 virtual units and the other was 1286128 virtual units. To ensure little overlap between representations for the two different cities, different stores, landmarks, and geometry were employed for the two different layouts. Both were constructed to be as realistic as possible, consisting of a set of rectangular target stores (approximately 3.862.662.3 virtual units, length6wide6height), background buildings, trees, grass, trash cans, benches, walls, sky, and clouds. Target stores were arranged in such that participants could only view one store at a time while navigating ( Figure 1C) . The aerial view of the city was taken from a position 120 virtual units above the center of the virtual city. All the target stores and ground features were labeled so that participant could readily distinguish them from the aerial view ( Figure 1A ).
Encoding via Route or Map Learning
During route learning, participants were instructed to learn the locations of stores in the virtual city, which they encountered by repeatedly driving to them ( Figure 1C) . A prompt in the upper left corner of the screen instructed which store to find. To ensure that participants were actually encoding the stores within the layout and not simply searching randomly until they found the store, after participants finished searching for each of the six target stores, they were asked to point to the direction of each store relative to their current position using their fingers. Participants were encouraged to search for the target store as quickly and directly as possible and pay attention to the location of each target store. This procedure repeated 5 times.
During map learning, participants were instructed to learn the locations of all stores from a map ( Figure 1A ) shown on the screen for 1 minute. The target stores were then removed from the map ( Figure 1B ) and participants were asked to locate each store on the map as accurately as possible. Participants repeated this procedure 5 times to ensure adequate learning of the environment before entering the scanner.
SOP and JRD Pointing Tasks
fMRI occurred during both SOP and JRD pointing tasks and participants received practice on both pointing tasks prior to entering the scanner. For the SOP task, participants were placed in the virtual city (without the target stores) and were instructed to freely navigate the virtual city until they found a position where they were orientated (i.e., knew where they were). Participants navigated using a magnetic-compatible joystick (Current Design, Philadelphia, PA). The presence of other landmarks (e.g., buildings, roads, grass, etc) in the absence of target stores ensured that they were oriented without the possibility of learning additional information about target stores. We note that only a small subset of landmarks could be viewed at any given viewing angle (Figure 1 ), thus providing minimal additional information about the locations of targets other than providing a sense of orientation. At the beginning of each SOP pointing trial ( Figure 1D upper row), the name of the target store was shown on the upper left corner of the screen (e.g., 'Please point to the Camera Store'). Participants were instructed to think about the position of the target store based on their current position for 8 seconds (''cognitive part''). Immediately following, a virtual compass appeared at the bottom half of the screen and participants had 8 seconds to move the joystick to rotate the compass to the correct direction (''motor part''). Participants received explicit practice prior to imaging emphasizing that they should think of their answer during the cognitive part and provide their response during the motor part.
In the JRD task, participants were positioned with only the ground and sky in their field of view. We did this to avoid any stimuli which participants could use to orient themselves relative to the other landmarks in the city. At the beginning of each JRD pointing trial ( Figure 1D lower row) , instructions first appeared in the top half of the screen for 8 seconds (e.g., ''Imagine you are standing at the Costume Shop, facing the Gym. Please point to the Camera Store''). These instructions required participants to imagine themselves in a comparatively novel position within the environment to better assay their knowledge of the configuration of stores (cognitive part). Then participants moved the joystick to rotate the compass to the correct direction (motor part). All subsequent analyses in the manuscript involve the cognitive part for both SOP and JRD pointing tasks to avoid possible contamination of activations with motor movements.
Immediately following a SOP or JRD pointing block, participants pointed to arrows facing either left or right as part of our baseline task [32] ; the arrow pointing task continued for a minimum of 8 seconds. Each arrow appeared for 800 msecs and participants moved the joystick in the direction of the arrow.
Each trial of SOP or JRD pointing lasted 24 seconds, with the cognitive, motor parts, and baseline task lasting 8 seconds each. If participants finished pointing to the target store earlier during the second 8 seconds, the baseline task started earlier and lasted until 24 seconds total had elapsed for the trial. Following rotation of the joystick to the intended position, participants pressed a button on the joystick to confirm their selection. Trials on which directional selections were not confirmed within 8 seconds were excluded from all the analyses. Each block included 18 testing trials. The probability of each of the six selected stores appearing for any of the questions was fully randomized with the rule that one store could not appear twice in one trial and trials within the same block were not repeated. Four testing blocks were performed for each layout with half of them SOP pointing blocks and half JRD pointing blocks. The sequence of the SOP pointing and JRD pointing blocks was counterbalanced within and across participants. Before each block, participants were reminded of the layout to be tested. If the layout was encoded by route learning, a short video showing navigation through the layout with brief (3 second) stops at each store was shown to them. If the layout was encoded by map learning, a reminder map was showing to them for 1 minute. The design for testing the effects of route and map learning was completely within participant, with each participant learning one layout by driving and a different layout by map learning. The sequence of the two layouts, learning methods for the two layouts (route vs. map learning), and the testing sequence of two pointing tasks were all counterbalanced across participants.
Behavioral Data Collection and Analysis
Pointing error was the offset of the actual pointing direction from the correct pointing direction. Configuration error in the SOP task was the standard deviation of the means per target object of the signed pointing errors [20] . This allowed us to account for situations in which a participant's representation was rotated relative to the environment by a systematic offset (e.g., 1806) but otherwise correct.
MRI Acquisition
Scanning was performed at the Imaging Research Center at the University of California, Davis on a 3T Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) Trio equipped with a thirty-two-channel head coil.
Forty-three contiguous axial slices were acquired using a gradientecho echo-planar T2*-sensitive sequence [repetition time (TR), 2000 ms; echo time (TE), 29 ms; voxel size, 2.562.562.5 mm; matrix size, 88688635]. Structural T1-weighted images for anatomical localization were acquired using a three-dimensional magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo pulse sequence [TR, 1900 ms; TE, 2.88 ms; inversion time (TI), 1100 ms; voxel size, 16161 mm; matrix size, 25662566208]. The first six volumes of each run were discarded to ensure stability of images. Foam padding was used to attenuate head motion. Visual stimuli were projected to a screen that could be seen from a mirror in the scanner and responses were collected using a magnetic compatible joystick.
fMRI Data Analysis
Image processing and statistical analysis were performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8, The Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Institute of Neurology, London, UK). Functional images were motion-corrected and high-pass filtered to remove baseline drifts. After re-sampling the functional data at 16161 mm and normalizing to the MNI template, the functional data were re-sliced to their original 2.562.562.5 mm resolution and smoothed with a 6 mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. Data were first modeled for each participant individually using a general linear model (GLM); only trials on which participants responded were considered for further analysis. The first-level analysis provided parameter estimates for each condition and each participant against baseline. These parameter estimates were then entered into a repeatedmeasures, whole brain, random-effects 262 ANOVA (encoding method [route vs. map]6pointing task [egocentric vs. allocentric]) to determine activation patterns across the group.
Correction for Multiple Comparisons
For the whole brain ANOVA analyses, we used a threshold of p FWE ,0.05, i.e., corrected for family-wise error (FWE). We did this by calculating the cluster size needed for a threshold of p FWE ,0.05 using Monte Carlo simulations [33] with 3dClustSim software based on an uncorrected, voxelwise p,0.005. These simulations showed that our threshold of p FWE ,0.05 corresponded to p,0.005 with a voxel extent (k) of 38.
